Introduction.
Certain well known polynomials have a number of common properties. They arise as coefficients of t n in the expansion of a generating function ; they may be obtained by means of orthogonalization of a set of functions x n g{x) when the function p(x)=g 2 (x) and the interval are properly chosen ; they may be regarded as polynomials which become orthogonal when multiplied by a proper factor g (x) ; they satisfy a certain type of difference equation ; they satisfy a certain type of differential equation. The results of this paper are based on the differential equation. Some of them are general statements of results already known for various classes of polynomials; others are believed to be new.
Polynomial Solutions. Consider the differential equation
(1) P(*)y»" + G(*)y» + *nR(x)y n = o, where the coefficients P, Q, R are assumed to be real polynomials in the real variable x none of which vanish identically and X n is a polynomial in n. We assume that y n is a polynomial of the formf
where the coefficient of the highest power of x is unity. On substituting ;yo = l, yi = x+a h y 2 = x 2 +ax + b, we find that P and Q must contain the factor R. Dividing out this factor and putting Xi=l, as may be done without loss of generality, we find that the differential equation must have the form (3) py n + qy n + An^n = O, where (4) p = ax 2 + fix + 7, q = -(x + #i), X n = w -»(» -l)a, the value of X w being uniquely determined when a is given. For any assigned values of the constants a, j3, 7, ai, the equation (3) will then give a complete system of polynomials starting with y 0 = 1 and 3>i = x+ai, provided that the parameter values X n are all distinct. The values of the coefficients in (2) will then be na\ -n(n -1)0
The case of equal parameter values will be considered under §9.
3. Orthogonal Systems. These polynomials will form an orthogonal system if the equation p = 0 has real and distinct roots x -a and x = b, infinite roots not excluded, and if the constants a, /3, 7, a x are conditioned by certain inequalities. We shall assume a<b. To obtain these inequalities we first find, by the usual process, that Then, if we assume that p(x) is not negative in (a, b), the functions p l,2 y n form an orthogonal system for the interval (a, &), which may reach to infinity in either or both directions. This leads to the consideration of the following three cases.
a, b real and finite; a < b.
The value of p from (5) will be
a(ô -a) The existence of Jlpdx will require the inequalities ^4 >0, £>0, that is, a + 0i > 0 and 6 + #i<0ifa>0; fl + #i < 0 and 6 + #i>0ifa<0. The case a>0 leads to a contradiction since a<b; the other is equivalent to a < 0 ; -Z><#i< -a.
Then also pp = 0 at a and 6, and ƒ> and p are positive in (a, b) . This gives the Jacobi polynomials. Then pp vanishes at a and b, and p and p are positive in (a, b) . We obtain the generalized polynomials of Laguerre. 
The existence of f a pdx requires Y>0, which also makes pp vanish at a and 5, and p>0 in (a, b) . This gives the general Her mite polynomials. As examples we may consider the differential equations O ± l)y" -xyl + ny n = 0.
Polynomial solutions are: (With the plus sign) (With the minus sign)
The first set forms an orthogonal system, the second does not.
4. Normalizing Constants. The polynomials obtained in §3 form an orthogonal system and hence satisfy a difference equation of the form* (6) y n = (a» + x)y n -i -b n yn-2, in > 1). Direct substitution of (2) in (6) shows that a n and b n may also be obtained by means of the equations (9) a n = Ci<«> -C{ n~» ; b n = a n C^~^ -C 2 M + Cj*-».
When the constants b n are known, the normalizing constants are given by the formula (10) 1/C: r~ n+l -I s* b n = Tl°r I pdx.
Determinant Form of the Difference Equation.
The solution of the difference equation (6) , x), which is formed by replacing the elements immediately above and immediately to the left of each principal diagonal element a r , r by ô r 1/2 , r = 2, -• • , n. This is a symmetric secular determinant with real elements, since the constants b r are positive by (7). From this follows again that the roots of y n are all real.* * Kowalewski, Determinantentheorie, 1909, p. 126. 6. Representation by Derivatives. The orthogonal polynomials y n are representable as derivatives of order n by the formula*
where h n is the coefficient of x n on the right. If, in the expression L(y) = py" + qyû + ^ny n , where the coefficients are as in (4), we substitute u n =py n , we obtain
We now form the expression
where
Therefore the expression on the right of (12) is a solution of L(y)=0. But this expression is readily shown to be a polynomial of degree n by use of the relation d(pp)/dx-pq.
Hence it differs from y n at most by a constant factor.
Generating Function. The orthogonal polynomials y n have a generating function p(y) dy <t>(x,t) = ; where y = x + tp(y). p(x) dx
The Lagrange expansion formula gives the formal result
Division by p(#) and taking account of (12) 
This gives G (n) and C 2 (w) , then a n and b n ; hence the difference equation is become indeterminate and may be given arbitrary values.) The differential equation furnishes an incomplete system of polynomials, which, since a>0, will not be orthogonal. For example, the equation (* 2 /4 -\)yl' -(x + l)y n ' + [»(S -n)/\\y n = 0 has the solutions 3>o = l, 3>i = x + l, j 2 = ^2+4x+4; .3/3, y 4 , and 3/0 do not exist as polynomials of degree 3, 4, 5, respectively; then we again have polynomial solutions y 6 = X 6 _ 4^5 _ 4^4 _f _ 3 2x 3 _ l 6x 2 _ 54^ _| _ 54 ^ and so on.
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